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I want to introduce one book of the series ‘Warriors’ with the title ‘Into the Wild’. 

The author of the book is Erin Hunter but it isn’t the name of the author, there are 

three authors, Kate Cary, Cherith Baldry and Victoria Holmes. The action goes in the 

forest inhabited by clans of cats. We can say that this is a fantasy.   

   

A young kitty with beautiful ginger fur which is named Rusty has everything: a full 

bowl, caresses from the owners and a warm place, but that life doesn’t satisfies him. 

Not far from his house there is forest, full of wild, live creatures. In eyes of the kitty, 

this forest is an announcement of something unusual. One day Rusty jumps off the 

fence to see how a life looks like without the owners – a life in wild… and quickly 

makes troubles. Rusty meets a young wild cat and other cats from the Thunder Clan. 
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After a while, the young kitty wants to join the clan and leaves his owners. The 

beginning is hard, accustomed to comfort conditions, the cat wants to fit in his clan 

and he wants to be brave in eyes of others cats. But it quickly turns out that Rusty 

has an innate instinct and fury of wild cats. Because of that Thunder Clan names him 

Firepaw. (There is no mistake, names of clan cats are  connected)  

Thunder Clan isn’t the only clan in the area. There are three more clans named Wind 

Clan, Dark Clan and River Clan (which is my personal favourite). Cats are trying to 

keep in peace, but not always it works. Sometimes there are wars between clans. 

Thunder clan has fewer and fewer young cats so each one is very important 

especially that a number of the Dark Clan is rising…  

This is my favourite series because every volume is so addictive and interesting that 

I cannot stop reading, and cats are my favourite animals.  

I think that everyone will like it especially cats lovers. Everybody finds his favourite 

cat, and the one most hated. Adventures of cats shows even core values, which we 

should follow, friendship, love and Brotherhood.  

  

  


